United States Plastics Corporation Does a World of Good As It Partners With NAEIR

United States Plastics Corporation, a NAEIR donor, has shipped multiple trailer-loads of a wide range of product to our centrally located 450,000 square foot facility in Galesburg, Illinois, over the past 15 years.

Since the start of our relationship in 1998, the company has donated an impressive variety of materials that have in turn been redistributed to thousands of NAEIR’s member nonprofits, schools and church organizations throughout the United States. Donated products have included maintenance and household items, safety and industrial supplies as well as more recently...toys.

Mr. Wesley Lytle, President of the company, in commenting on the importance of their longtime partnership with NAEIR said “Our relationship with NAEIR has been mutually beneficial to both of our organizations while at the same time helping many not-for-profit organizations across the country.” United State Plastics Corporation, located in Lima, Ohio is halfway between Toledo and Dayton. The company markets and distributes approximately 25,000 industrial and consumer products and serves 120,000 customers. United States Plastics Corporation describes itself as “a different type of company”, referencing Dr. R. Stanley Tam’s founding of the company over 70 years ago on solidly Christian principles.

Shortly after the company was started, Dr. Tam created a foundation whose purpose is to establish churches in third world countries.

Excess Inventory Weighing you down? ...Get Lean Now and donate to NAEIR!

Clearing out merchandise is one of the best ways for businesses to reduce taxes and get leaner, while helping charities and schools at the same time. Most companies have excess inventory in their warehouse or storeroom. These are products that budget-strapped nonprofits and schools can put to good use. When a business person discovers the boost this deduction can give their company’s bottom line, they scour their facilities for inventory to donate.

Give us a call now at 1-800-562-0955, or go to www.naeir.org and click on the donor tab on the left hand side of the page. We’ll show you how to go about donating your excess inventory quickly and easily.